We consider perturbation defects obtained by perturbing a 2D conformal field theory (CFT) by a relevant operator on a half-plane. If the perturbed bulk theory flows to an infrared fixed point described by another CFT, the defect flows to a conformal defect between the ultraviolet and infrared fixed point CFTs. For short bulk renormalization group flows connecting two fixed points which are close in theory space we find a universal perturbative formula for the boundary entropy of the corresponding conformal perturbation defect. We compare the value of the boundary entropy that our formula gives for the flows between nearby Virasoro minimal models M m with the boundary entropy of the defect constructed by Gaiotto in [1] and find a match at the first two orders in the 1/m expansion.
Introduction
We are interested in renormalization group flows of two-dimensional quantum field theories. The flow originates from an ultraviolet fixed point and flows into an infrared one (which may be trivial). The fixed points enjoy the infinite-dimensional conformal symmetry which is a powerful tool in solving them [2] . Besides the traditional objects of interest -local operators and their correlation functions -boundary conditions and conformal defects (interfaces between 2d CFTs) have received much attention. Such objects are not only interesting in their own right, but have proved to be an important tool in classifying and solving CFTs (see e.g. [3] and references therein). In [4, 5] an interesting idea was put forward which associates a defect between UV and IR fixed points, described by CFT UV and CFT IR respectively, with a renormalization group flow connecting them. If the flow is triggered by a perturbation ∆S = d 2 x λ i φ i (x) of the UV fixed point, one can consider this perturbation and the subsequent RG flow on a half plane x 1 > 0.
Perturbed Unperturbed
It may happen that new divergences arise when the insertions of φ i (x) collide at the boundary x 1 = 0 of the perturbed region. Renormalization will then require the introduction of new boundary couplings, which will flow together with the bulk couplings λ i . We can fold the bulk theory along the x 1 = 0 line and look at the resulting flow on a half plane x 1 ≥ 0 as a coupled bulk plus boundary flow (such a folding trick [6] is customary in defect theory). On the interior of a half plane the bulk flow connects the tensor product of two copies of the UV theory CFT UV ⊗ CFT UV to CFT UV ⊗ CFT IR , while the induced boundary flow connects the trivial conformal boundary condition in CFT UV ⊗ CFT UV to some conformal boundary condition in CFT UV ⊗ CFT IR . Unfolding the last object we obtain a conformal defect between CFT UV and CFT IR associated with the bulk flow. We propose to call such defects "conformal perturbation defects". In this paper for brevity we will often omit the word "conformal". The idea that one has a conformal object, which can be handled using the powerful algebraic techniques of CFTs, that carries information about an RG flow is very appealing. The important question seems to be -exactly what information do perturbation defects carry about the bulk flows?
Given a conformal boundary condition |B in CFT UV , a bulk flow will typically induce some boundary RG flow that will bring |B UV to some conformal boundary condition |B ′ IR in CFT UV [7] . It was suggested in [5] that |B ′ IR can be obtained by fusing the perturbation defect associated with the bulk flow with |B . Concrete RG flows between supersymmetric N = 2 minimal models were studied in [5] and the proposed fusion rule was shown to hold.
In [1] the general idea of associating a conformal defect to bulk RG flows was approached from a different angle. Any conformal defect between CFT UV and CFT IR gives a pairing of local operators in the two theories. The pairing between operators φ UV and φ IR is obtained by inserting φ UV at the origin, surrounding it with the defect placed on a circle at some radius, and inserting φ IR at infinity. In RG flows the operators in CFT IR can be represented in terms of operators in CFT UV . Picking a basis in each theory we have φ
The coefficients b j i essentially can be computed from the RG mixing matrices driven to the IR fixed point. It was conjectured in [1] that special conformal defects (RG domain walls) exist for which the natural pairing between φ IR i and φ UV j is equal to the RG coefficients b j i . For the RG flows between two neighbouring minimal models described in [8] a candidate defect which is conjectured to have this property was constructed in [1] . We discuss this defect in some more detail in Sections 6 and 7. Here we would like to note that it is not clear whether such a defect is unique in view of the scheme dependence of the coefficients b j i . It is also not clear what the relation between the RG domain walls of [1] and the perturbation defects of [5] is in general.
In this paper we consider perturbation defects, associated to "short" RG flows in the bulk. Such a flow is triggered by perturbing the UV CFT by a nearly marginal operator φ with scaling dimension ∆ = 2 − δ, where δ ≪ 1 can be used as a dimensionless perturbation parameter. We assume that the OPE of φ with itself,
does not contain any other relevant operators besides the identity and φ itself. If λ is the renormalised coupling constant corresponding to the φ-perturbation, the beta function at quadratic order can be written as
The new fixed point is located at
which is small if δ ≪ 1 and the scheme-dependent coefficientC is fixed. In practical applications, such as flows between neighbouring minimal models M m and M m−1 with m ≫ 1, δ andC both depend on a small parameter like 1/m. We can trade this parameter for δ and thusC =C(δ). In such cases, one obtains a small λ * if the limiting value ofC is non-vanishing in the δ → 0 limit. In practice we can always choose a scheme, which we will call Wilsonian, in whichC = C and this assumption is easy to check. Thus if we perturb the system in the right direction we will flow to an infrared fixed point at λ = λ * which is nearby in the coupling space.
2
We consider the perturbation defect associated to such a flow. Since φ has dimension close to two, the only relevant perturbation from the boundary point of view is the identity field. Thus, after the introduction of the bulk counter terms, only additional linear divergences can be present along the position of the defect. To get the conformal defect we therefore only need to subtract these additional linear divergences and arrive at the bulk fixed point λ * . We calculate the g-factor of Affleck and Ludwig [10] for the conformal perturbation defect at the leading and the next-to-leading orders. Our main result can be formulated as follows. In the Wilsonian RG scheme the beta function up to cubic order has the form
where the coefficient D is universal (scheme-independent) up to terms of the order O(δ).
We find that the square of the perturbation defect g-factor equals
This formula is our main result. It is a universal formula of the type derived in [11] , [8] for the change of the central charge along the short flows. Another formula of similar type was derived in [12] for the change of the g-factor along short boundary flows. The leading order correction in (5),
is given by (the limiting value of) the OPE coefficient C in (2). It is interesting to note that in a unitary theory the leading order correction is always positive, unlike in pure boundary flows [10, 12] . As is well known to condensed matter theorists the g-theorem of [10, 13] can be violated in the bulk plus boundary RG flows (see e.g. [14] ). Specialising formula (5) to the flows between the neighbouring minimal models [2, 8] we checked it against the g-factor of the RG domain wall candidate constructed in [1] and found the exact match in the leading and next-to-leading orders in the expansion parameter. This corroborates that the defect of [1] is the perturbation defect for φ 1,3 flows in the minimal models. We hope that the perturbation defect picture will be more suggestive in understanding the relationship with the RG coefficients b j i . The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we discuss how to set up a perturbative expansion for the g-factor of the perturbation defect. In Section 3 we discuss the scheme independence and a convenient choice of renormalization scheme. In Sections 4 and 5 we outline the calculation of the leading and next-to-leading order contributions. In Section 6 we discuss our result in relationship with the defect constructed in [1] . We conclude in Section 7 with some remarks. All hard computational details are moved to the appendices. 2 We can make the concept of a distance in theory space more precise by using the Zamolodchikov metric. In the scheme in which the metric is held fixed we find that the distance in the Zamolodchikov metric between the two fixed points is proportional to λ * .
Boundary entropy of perturbation defects
We consider the perturbation defect as a boundary condition in a tensor product of the undeformed CFT UV and the deformed theory which we will drive to the IR fixed point. In order to calculate the boundary entropy we follow [10] and put this boundary condition on a cylinder of length L and circumference β. From the cylinder partition function we can extract the boundary partition function as the finite piece in the L → ∞ limit. At the IR fixed point the value of the boundary partition function gives the gfactor, and the boundary entropy is simply ln g. If we unfold the defect, the cylinder becomes a torus in which half of the torus is perturbed. We can set up a perturbative expansion for the free energy of such a torus as
where we introduced a dimensionless coupling λ, ℓ is a renormalization length scale, T 1/2 stands for the perturbed half torus, and . UV denotes the connected correlators evaluated in CFT UV on the torus. For generic small value of δ all UV divergences in this perturbation series are power-like divergences which we can unambiguously subtract, e.g. using analytic continuation in δ.
As we take the limit L → ∞ the torus becomes very long and the leading contribution must come from a cylinder partition function with the ends capped by the vacuum of the UV theory |0 (see the picture below).
Let w = x + iτ stand for a coordinate on an infinite cylinder. We obtain
where the ellipsis stand for the terms exponentially suppressed in L. Here
where . 0 stands for the connected correlator in CFT UV at finite temperature 1/β, and c UV is the central charge of the UV theory. We can easily separate the extensive part in L in each of the integrals F n . To that end we first use the permutation symmetry of the n-point function to fix the order along the cylinder axis:
Next we introduce the variables
Due to translational and rotational invariance we have
We can thus integrate out the w 1 variable explicitly, keeping the variables ξ i fixed. The range of integration for
and
In the limit L → ∞, the extensive contributions from the series with f n give the ground state energy correction, which at the IR fixed point is proportional to the change in the central charge. The perturbative integrals f 2 and f 3 were used in [11] to derive the difference of the central charge at leading order,
This formula was also derived in [8] by a different method. The non-extensive contributions g n at the IR fixed point sum up to ln g 2 φ -the boundary entropy of the perturbation defect. We are going to use the integrals g 2 and g 3 to calculate the first two terms in the δ-expansion of g 2 φ . This quantity is in some sense a natural companion of the central charge shift. We note that the finite temperature correlation functions at hand decay exponentially at L → ∞, so that there can be no extra contributions from the f n integrals to the finite g 2 φ piece. In the next section we discuss in detail the renormalization scheme (in)dependence of the calculation.
Renormalization
As mentioned in the introduction, for generic δ ≪ 1 we only have power divergences, which can be subtracted by analytic continuation in δ. However, at δ = 0 the coupling becomes marginal and we get logarithmic divergences. For finite δ they show up as poles in renormalised quantities at δ = 0. To obtain a small δ expansion of any physical quantity we must subtract these poles. This defines a good coordinate near the IR fixed point. We consider the beta function in a family of schemes in which the δ = 0 singularities are subtracted. We call such schemes Wilsonian. The beta function has the form
The coefficientC is scheme dependent. To make the discussion concrete consider the short-distance contribution inside deformed correlators from two colliding operators φ. Using the OPE (2) we have
where ǫ is some short distance scale. Integrating we obtain
A counterterm that subtracts the short-distance singularity is
where t = ǫ/ℓ is some arbitrary parameter. The corresponding beta function is
so thatC = πCt δ . Note that in δ → 0 limit the pole part of the subtraction is universal. Respectively, the value ofC at δ = 0 is universal and given by the limiting value of the OPE coefficient C:
We will assume throughout the discussion that C 0 = 0. More generally we can add a finite one-loop counterterm by hand to (17) , provided it is non-singular at δ → 0. Explicitly, consider adding
where f (δ) is a function which is non-singular at δ = 0. The corresponding beta function undergoes a change in the quadratic coefficient,
Introducing the expansionC
we see that (19) results in shiftingC
Similarly to the above discussion ofC the value
is universal for any Wilsonian scheme. The scheme dependent part of D is of the order of δ. The infrared fixed point corresponding to (14) is located at
We see that at λ = λ * the scheme dependent contribution from D goes as δ 4 . We will be working to the order δ 3 and therefore can neglect the scheme dependent part of D.
Let us now turn to the perturbative calculation of g 2 φ for the perturbation defect. On general grounds we expect g φ to be scheme independent. It will be instrumental however to demonstrate this explicitly. To the order δ 3 it suffices to consider only the quadratic and cubic terms:
where g stand for the renormalised (subtracted) values of the corresponding integrals given in (12).
4 As we will demonstrate in the next section,
where I 2 (δ) ren , I ren 3 (δ) are subtracted integrals which are numerical functions, independent of any dimensionful parameters. The quantity g 2 2 contains only power divergences related to the identity field in the bulk and on the boundary, and its analytic continuation has no singularity at δ = 0. The cubic term g 3 contains a pole ∼ 1/δ coming from two φ-insertions colliding away from the boundary. This pole is to be subtracted by the same bulk counterterm used to renormalise the bulk theory. By naive power counting there can be no extra poles from collisions at the boundary of the integration region. Analyzing g 3 in Section 5, we will check this as well as the correct factorisation of g 3 at the pole explicitly.
It is convenient to absorb the factors of
into a rescaled coupling constant λ → λs δ .
To the order δ 3 such a rescaling only shifts theC 1 coefficient in the beta function. After the rescaling we have
Writing
we can substitute (23) into (28) and collect all terms up to the order δ 3 :
We see that the only scheme dependent terms in this expression areC 1 and I
3 . It is easy to see from the definition (12) that the change in the bulk 1-loop counterterm (19) will result in the shift I
Taking into account (22) we therefore observe that the combination
is scheme independent, and so is the expansion (30).
The scheme independence means we can use any convenient scheme to calculate I ren 2 , I ten 3 . In the following we will choose the scheme given by (17) with t = 1, which we will call a Wilsonian minimal scheme. In this scheme the detailed representation of g 2 φ has the form (30) withC 1 = C 1 , where C 1 is the coefficient from the expansion
Quadratic order
We start with the expression
Mapping the infinite half-cylinder x ≥ 0 onto the unit disc with coordinate
with
This integral converges for 1 2 < δ < 2. We show in Appendix A that the analytically continued I 2 (δ) has the expansion
and hence
Substituting the value of I
2 into the order δ 2 terms in (30) we obtain the leading order formula (6) . It is also easy to obtain the value of I (0) 2 from directly working at δ = 0 with a position-space cutoff. The integral has a linear divergence coming from the region near the boundary of the infinite half-cylinder (or the disc).
Cubic order
In the cubic order we are dealing with a double integral over an infinite half cylinder
where
Using the variables
we obtain
with i 3 (δ) = 4π
As we show in Appendix B, this integral converges for 1/3 < δ < 2. 5 The analytically continued function has the following expansion near δ = 0:
The calculation leading to (44) is quite long and tedious and is presented in Appendix B. From (44) we observe that the pole in g 3 can be written as
and therefore it is indeed subtracted by the bulk counterterm (17) . This proves that, as expected by power counting, no additional renormalization is needed for g φ apart from the analytic continuation that gets rid of linear divergences. In the Wilsonian minimal 5 There is an upper bound because we removed the IR cutoff. The lower bound can be obtained from the OPE estimates.
scheme (described at the end of section 3) we subtract CI ren 2 (δ) at the pole. Using (37) we rewrite (44) as
Hence in this scheme I
Substituting this along with (38) into (30) we obtain
or, more compactly,
which is our main result.
Gaiotto's defect
We would like to apply our formula (5) to flows between neighbouring A-series unitary minimal models M m which have the central charges
The flow is triggered by the φ 1,3 operator [8] :
For large values of m the flow can be studied perturbatively using 1/m as the expansion parameter. Alternatively one can use any other function of m which is decreasing as m → ∞. We will assume, for now without specifying, that we have a small parameter 1/k. Let
where δ 1 , δ 2 are some numbers. Furthermore let
Formula (5) can be rewritten as
This formula can be applied to any short flows with a small parameter. Specialising it to the minimal models we choose k = m + 2 as in [1] . We have (see [15, 8] )
Furthermore,
The last result can be taken from [8] (see also [16, 17] for detailed calculations). Substituting these values into (54) we obtain
The g-factor for the defect constructed by Gaiotto in [1] is
We observe the precise match between (58) and the first two terms in the expansion (59).
Concluding remarks
As the calculation in the preceding section shows, the defect constructed in [1] algebraically has a good chance of being a conformal perturbation defect accompanying the short RG flows in the minimal models. Our general formula (5) can be used to check candidate defects for other short flows, e.g. for the coset flows considered in [18] . It would be interesting to pursue the construction of perturbation defects further. In particular, instead of the perturbed cylinder amplitude capped by the vacuum states we could consider the cylinder amplitudes between excited states in the UV theory. It seems plausible to us that such overlaps contain matrix elements for b · b T where b = (b j i ) is defined in (1). However we do not understand the right RG scheme in which one should calculate the b j i . At m = ∞ the coefficients b j i for the flows between the minimal models are scheme independent, and there is an impressive matching [1] , [19] with the corresponding 1-point functions for the RG defect proposed by Gaiotto. It is not clear to us however that the m = ∞ matching should be taken as a smoking gun of the RG defect. At m = ∞ the two neighbouring minimal models are isomorphic and the coefficients b ;j i establish a particular isomorphism associated with the perturbing operator ψ 1,3 (which at m = ∞ becomes marginal). It should be noted that for finite m there is currently no understanding of how to match the overlaps of [1] with the RG based calculations [20] . We hope that the general picture of an RG defect as a perturbation defect may help to undertand the possible relationship between these quantities.
It would be very interesting to understand the intrinsic field theoretic meaning of the number g φ that in principle is associated with every bulk RG flow. 6 Hopefully we will be able to clarify this question in future work. physics at the Tait Institute".
A The integral I 2
Before we present all technical details pertaining to evaluating the integrals I 2 (δ) and i 3 (δ) we would like to make a general remark about integrating various power series expansions. The integrals we will be computing will all split into subintegrals each calculated over a half-disc
The integrands will typically contain functions which can be expanded about the centre of D + and whose radius of convergence may be equal to 1. For all such situations we find that if one first does the angular integration (keeping the region of integration to be a half disc of a radius a bit smaller than 1) then the remaining series in the powers of the radius has a radius of convergence greater than 1 and thus can be integrated term by term over D + .
For I 2 our starting point is formula
Mapping this to the half-plane with coordinate
Splitting the half-plane into the regions |z| > 1 and |z| < 1 we rewrite the I 2 as an integral over the upper half unit disc:
We will find a δ → 0 expansion for a more general integral
where x ≥ 2. We have I 2 (δ) = π 2 I(2, δ). The integral (A.6) converges for 1/2 < δ < 2. It is not hard to see that the analytic continuation from this region commutes with expanding the factor |1 + z 2 | −δ for small δ. We can use
(A.7) For the first integral in (A.7) we obtain using the expansion (C.1) and analytic continuation
For the second integral in (A.7) we compute, using the power series expansions for the logarithms,
We next change the summation variables and rewrite the last series so that the denominators are all positive: Next we repeatedly decompose the fractions so that eventually all denominators of each summand contain only one factor that involves both summation variables. We arrive at + 1)(2k + 3 + 4p) .
(A.11)
In each summand we write the factor containing both summation indices as an integral 12) and then factor the summations under the integral. This gives us
Using the standard series expressions
we convert (A.13) into an integral of elementary functions. Integration leads us to
Combining this with (A.8) we finally obtain 16) and
B The integral i 3
B.1 Splitting the region of integration
In this appendix we analyse the integral i 3 given in (43). We map the disc onto the upper half plane using the coordinates
We obtain
where H is the upper half plane Im z i ≥ 0. Note that standard methods, such as e.g. Feynman parameters, are of no use in analysing (B.2) because most of the usual symmetries are broken, so we resort to brute force. To have control over divergences in various limits we split the region of integration into the following six regions
We will denote the corresponding subintegrals as I < ++ etc. Our final goal is to extract a pole and a finite part in the Laurent expansion near δ = 0. We observe that the integrals I 
B.2 The pole
We first analyse the integrals I +− and I > −− and split each of them into a pole and a finite part at δ = 0:
We start by looking at I +− . The z 2 -dependent factor in the integrand can be represented as
The pole comes from integrating the first term on the right hand side. Changing the variable to u 1 = 1/z 1 we obtain
where G is Catalan's constant
The finite piece I f 1 +− can be written as
An additional finite piece comes from the third term on the right hand side of (B.6)
The second term in (B.6) will give no contribution at δ → 0 because the numerator can be expanded as
2 ) + ln(1 +w 
where φ 1 is the argument of z 1 . The first term on the right hand side of (B.14) contains a pole
and a contribution to the finite part
The integrals in (B.15) and (B.16) should be analytically continued to δ = 0 from the region 1/3 < δ. We denote such analytic continuations using the lim δ→0 a symbol.
The second term in (B.14) does not contribute to the finite part by virtue of angular integration. The third term gives a finite contribution after analytic continuation to δ = 0 from the region 1/3 < δ:
We evaluate the residue at the pole using (C.1),
Adding together (B.8) and (B.18) we obtain the complete residue 19) so that 20) where the finite part I f 3 receives 8 contributions which are summarised in the following list: The following sections contain details of calculations of these 8 integrals.
B.3 Computation of I −+
In I −+ we find the integral (C.2). Using (C.4) and (C.1) we obtain
.
(B.21) We further manipulate this double series as follows. First we use the partial fraction decomposition 1 (2p + 2k + 3)(2p + k + 1) − 1 (2p + 2k + 1)(k + 1) = 1 2p − 1 22) and then observe that the sum over k can be expressed in terms of a sum that gives a logarithm, and a finite sum. More precisely, we use In I < ++ we start by using (C.2), (C.4). The outcome has three terms, which we integrate by using the expansion (C.1) and (C.8). Combining the three terms one finds The integral I > ++ is a bit special -both integration variables show up in the argument of the logarithm. We compute the integration over φ 2 (the angle of u 2 ) using (C. Here we first perform the integration over the phase φ 2 of z 2 , using (C.7). The resulting integrand can be expanded for small |u 1 |, using (C.1), and the angular variable φ 1 of u 1 can be integrated out. This leaves us with 
